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Mergers
s are usually
y considere
ed in an atte
empt to poo
ol strengthss and eventtually drive
costs do
own to imprrove compe
etitive positioning. It is normally envisioned a
as a way to
o
survive, but frequently turns in
nto a way to
o commit su
uicide. Top managers who study the
impact of
o a mergerr can readily
y see the ta
angible rew
wards, and tthe benefitss look
seductiv
vely attractiv
ve. The cos
sts and has
ssles seem to be mana
ageable, so
o not a lot o
of
energy is spent on an organiz
zed campaig
gn to mitiga
ate potentia
al negative aspects. Th
he
upfront cultural
c
worrk is often neglected
n
as
a managerrs just anno
ounce the m
merger and tell
everyone to "work together
t
an
nd get along
g as new prrocesses a
are invented
d." This typiically
gets the venture off
ff on the wro
ong foot, an
nd it gets a lot worse b
before emo
otional
ptcy, if not physical
p
ban
nkruptcy, is
s reached.
bankrup
Consulta
ants hired to
t smooth the process
s focus on th
he benefitss and the qu
uick shot off
cash from doing the
e merger. Their
T
remun
neration is ttied to an e
efficient and
d speedy
process, so they sp
pend little energy
e
on th
he blending
g of two culttures until tthe fan
becomes very soile
ed. This patttern is so stubbornly
s
cconsistent tthat one wo
onders whyy
more ca
aution is nott exercised. Some gro
oups have ffound wayss to do merrgers right, a
and
I hope to
o add some
e value with
h tools and ideas that ccan contrib
bute to the a
art.
One bit of advice is
s to be more
e conserva
ative during the initial p
planning ph
hase. First,
assume your calculations of th
he benefits are order-o
of-magnitud
de correct, but quadru
uple
the estim
mated time it will take to accomplish them. N
Next, take tthe projecte
ed investme
ents
required
d to achieve
e the benefiits, as best you can esstimate them
m in advance, and
multiply that numbe
er by ten. Finally,
F
take
e the best in
ntelligence o
on how thiss merger is
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going to negatively impact customers and suppliers, and bump that up by a factor of 5X.
That might be a reasonable approximation of a business case for the venture. If the
merger still looks viable under those circumstances, then going on to the next steps is
probably worthwhile. If the figures based on this more realistic scenario cause you to
gulp, better read up on some of the horror stories of merger disasters in other
organizations and check your medicine cabinet for antacids and tranquilizers.
Acquisitions gone bad are not hard to find. For example the Daimler-Chrysler merger in
1998 was a classic debacle that cost Daimler nearly $36 Billion over a decade. Just as
a reality check, my calculation reveals this to be about $10 Million a day for ten years.
Large-scale disasters like this are plastered on the front pages of business periodicals.
Unfortunately, the more pervasive problem is the thousands of unsung smaller-scale
disasters that go on continually within organizations of all sizes and types.
I am not saying all mergers are failures compared to intentions. I am sure there are
some positive surprises as well. My thesis is that the track record does not indicate a
positive result is most likely. In the coming weeks, I will be sharing many different
aspects of the merger and acquisition business. We will look at the issue in both large
scale mergers and in the tiny restructure efforts that go on daily in most organizations. I
would appreciate any comments, suggestions, or ideas you have along the way.
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